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Literature estimates of the melting curve of the Lennard-Jones system vary by as much as 10%. The
origin of such discrepancies remains unclear. We present precise values for the Lennard-Jones
melting temperature, and we examine possible sources of systematic errors in the prediction of
melting points, including finite-size and interaction-cutoff effects. A hypothetical thermodynamic
integration path is used to find the relative free energies of the solid and liquid phases, for various
system sizes, at constant cutoff radius. The solid-liquid relative free energy and melting temperature
scale linearly as the inverse of the number of particles, and it is shown that finite-size effects can
account for deviations in the melting temperature �from the infinite-size limit� of up to 5%. An
extended-ensemble density-of-states method is used to determine free energy changes for each
phase as a continuous function of the cutoff radius. The resulting melting temperature predictions
exhibit an oscillatory behavior as the cutoff radius is increased. Deviations in the melting
temperature �from the full potential limit� arising from a finite cutoff radius are shown to be of
comparable magnitude as those resulting from finite-size effects. This method is used to identify
melting temperatures at five different pressures, for the infinite-size and full potential Lennard-Jones
system. We use our simulation results as references to connect the Lennard-Jones solid equation of
state of van der Hoef with the Lennard-Jones fluid equation of state of Johnson. Once the references
are applied the two equations of state are used to identify a melting curve. An empirical equation
that fits this melting curve is provided. We also report a reduced triple point temperature
Ttr=0.694. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2753149�

I. INTRODUCTION

The Lennard-Jones system is arguably one of the sim-
plest models capable of reproducing the complete thermody-
namic behavior of classical fluids. Over the last two decades,
a consensus has emerged over the precise coordinates of its
vapor-liquid coexistence �or binodal� curve and its critical
point. In contrast, available estimates of the melting curve
vary considerably. Simulations of solid-liquid equilibria are
considerably more challenging than those of vapor-liquid
equilibria. It is unclear whether discrepancies between differ-
ent results are due to methodological challenges or to finite-
size or finite-cutoff radius effects. The aim of this article is to
evaluate the magnitude of such effects and to present results
for the melting curve of Lennard-Jonesium in the thermody-
namic limit �N→�, where N is the number of particles in the
system�.

Molecular simulations of simple or complex fluids are
generally conducted on systems consisting of a few hundred
or thousand particles. Such simulations typically adopt a
truncated interaction potential, whose value is assumed to
vanish beyond a specified cutoff radius. For the Lennard-
Jones system, that cutoff radius is often set to rc=2.5�,
where � is the size or length scale associated with the
Lennard-Jones potential energy function. At rc=2.5�, the ra-
dial distribution function g�r� of a Lennard-Jones liquid ap-

proaches unity. Thermodynamic properties are subsequently
corrected for the truncated portion of the interaction potential
by assuming a value of unity for the radial distribution func-
tion at distances greater than rc. For crystalline solids, how-
ever, the radial distribution does not approach unity in an
asymptotic manner for short to intermediate length scales. It
is therefore of interest to determine the nature and magnitude
of the systematic errors that arise in simulations of solid-
liquid equilibria as a result of finite-size and cutoff-radius
effects.

Theoretical values for the melting curve of the Lennard-
Jones system are not available. A definitive standard for
comparison of the results of molecular simulations does not
exist. One must therefore rely on somewhat subjective as-
sessments of existing calculations to determine the accuracy
of a particular value of the melting point. Published esti-
mates of melting points of the Lennard-Jones system vary by
as much as 10%. The work presented in this article is moti-
vated by a desire to establish a precise standard for the melt-
ing temperature of Lennard-Jonesium. We examine in con-
siderable detail some of the more common sources of
systematic errors in the prediction of melting points, namely,
finite-size and cutoff radius effects, in the hope that the
analysis provided in this work will permit more objective
consideration of melting point estimates obtained by means
of molecular simulation.

The melting points presented in this work are generated
by thermodynamic integration along a hypothetical path,1,2

that integration yields the relative free energies of the solid
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and liquid phases, of various system sizes, at constant cutoff
radius. The solid-liquid relative free energy and melting tem-
perature are shown to scale as the inverse size of the system,
1/N. It is also shown that finite-size effects from this inte-
gration path can account for melting temperature errors of up
to 5%. An extended-ensemble density-of-states method is
then used to determine the free energy change in each phase
as a continuous function of the cutoff radius. Our results
indicate that the melting temperature exhibits oscillations
whose magnitude decreases as the cutoff radius is increased.
Melting temperature prediction errors due to a finite cutoff
radius can also amount to 5% of the value corresponding to
the full Lennard-Jones potential.

We use the relative free energies determined from the
thermodynamic integrations and corrected for large cutoff
radius as references to connect the Lennard-Jones solid equa-
tion of state of van der Hoef3 with the Lennard-Jones fluid
equation of state of Johnson.4 Upon applying the references
the two equations of state were used to identify a melting
curve.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In 1969 Hansen and Verlet reported the first melting
point estimates of the Lennard-Jones system.5 They evalu-
ated the free energy of the solid and liquid phases indepen-
dently, and calculated coexistence properties at four different
temperatures. The thermodynamic integration path used to
calculate the solid free energy, however, includes a phase
transition.

Agrawal and Kofke6,7 carried out a subsequent study of
the Lennard-Jones melting curve. They used a Gibbs-Duhem
integration to track the melting point as the potential of in-
teraction was first changed from purely repulsive �hard
sphere� to the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential
energy function, and then to the complete Lennard-Jones en-
ergy function. The starting point for these calculations was a
single melting point corresponding to a system of hard
spheres. Their calculations were performed on systems of
100–500 particles; finite-size effects were not evaluated.
They used a fluctuating cutoff radius at half the box length
and assumed a unit radial distribution function for mean-field
corrections of long-range interactions.

Morris and Song8 studied the melting curve of the
Lennard-Jones system using a potential that was truncated
and splined to zero at the cutoff radius. They performed co-
existence simulations in which a solid and liquid phase were
put in contact and allowed to equilibrate to a melting tem-
perature �Tmelt�. They found that there were no appreciable
finite-size effects for their method when 2000 and 16 000
particles were used. They also studied potential cutoff effects
by using values of rc of 2.1�, 4.2�, and 8.0�. They found
that differences in Tmelt from 4.2� to 8.0� were less than 1%;
however, Tmelt at 2.1� was typically 4% less than the other
cutoffs. Their work shows that potential cutoff can have an
appreciable effect on the melting temperature.

Errington9 used a phase-switch Monte Carlo method to
simulate the coexistence of the fcc crystal and liquid phases
of Lennard-Jonesium. He examined finite-size effects by

simulating 108-, 256-, and 500-particle systems. He also
considered two cutoff schemes, namely, a standard long-
range correction beyond half the box length and a perfect-
lattice correction for the solid phase beyond half the box
length. He noted that the coexistence pressures did not ex-
hibit any apparent scaling relationship for either type of cor-
rection, and he was therefore unable to extrapolate his results
to infinite system size.

In a previous study,10 we used a density-of-states Monte
Carlo sampling method with order parameters of potential
energy and volume. In this work, neither finite-size nor cut-
off effects were investigated �500 particles and 2.5� were
used�. The results of this work are also sensitive to the
method used for matching the free energy functions in the
energy and volume space between the equilibrium solid and
liquid regions.

More recently, McNeil-Watson and Wilding11 also used
the phase-switch Monte Carlo method described by Err-
ington to predict melting points. They then reweighted their
data to obtain a portion of the melting line. Their results were
quantitatively similar to those of Errington. They explained
that the reason they did not see a 1/N scaling of the melting
temperature was due to the fact that the choice of a “fluctu-
ating” cutoff at one-half the box length introduces a coupling
between the cutoff and system size.

The results of Errington’s and McNeil-Watson and Wild-
ing do not scale to infinite-size systems, and it is unclear
whether a cutoff radius that changed with system size had a
significant effect. The 1/N scaling analysis presented by
these authors compared different systems because the cutoff
was different. One would not expect different systems to
have any predictable scaling behavior.

van der Hoef published an equation of state for the
Lennard-Jones solid.3 In his study almost 900 NVT simula-
tions in the temperature range of 0.1–2.0 and density range
of 0.94–1.2 were performed. He used 2048 particles and a
cutoff radius of 6.0�. The measured internal energies and
pressures from these simulations were fitted to an empirical
equation of state. To predict solid-liquid equilibrium with
this equation of state, van der Hoef chose the triple point
given by Agrawal and Kofke as a reference state. This refer-
ence state was used to connect the solid equation of state
with the fluid equation of state of Johnson et al.4 Given the
small system sizes, small cutoff radius, and biased reference
state used by Agrawal and Kofke to predict melting points,
the reference state used by van der Hoef is in error. Antici-
pating this error, van der Hoef structured his equation of state
so that improved estimates of Lennard-Jones melting points
could be used to shift a single constant �C� and leave all
other parameters unperturbed. In this work we apply our
simulation results to provide an improved estimate of this
constant.

III. METHODS

In this section we discuss the methods we used to deter-
mine melting points of the infinite-size and full-potential
Lennard-Jones system. First, the relative free energy of the
solid and liquid phases is determined for several system sizes
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and at constant cutoff radius. Second, a novel method is pre-
sented to determine the change in free energy of each phase
as a function of rc. Third, a thermodynamic relation is used
to estimate the melting temperature from the relative free
energy.

A. Solid-liquid relative free energy

Our melting point calculations rely on an accurate esti-
mate of the relative free energy of the solid and liquid
phases. That quantity can be calculated by connecting each
phase to a reference state of known free energy along a re-
versible path. More recently, methods have been proposed
that directly connect the solid and liquid phases along hypo-
thetical reversible paths. The free energy change along a re-
versible path is generally calculated by gradually changing
the intermolecular potential from the reference system poten-
tial to the potential of the system of interest through the use
of a “�” parameter. We have chosen to employ the hypotheti-
cal path proposed by Grochola.1 This path involves three
�-integration stages to reversibly transform the liquid into
the solid phase of choice.

The first stage starts with the fluid phase of the system of
interest. In this stage the strength of the Lennard-Jones inter-
action energy �ULJ� is scaled back to a fraction �f� of its full
strength while the volume is changed from the liquid phase
volume �Vliquid� to the solid phase �Vsolid�. The potential en-
ergy �U1� and volume �V� during this stage are determined
with

U1��� = �1 − ��1 − f��ULJ, �1�

V��� = �1 − ��Vliquid + �Vsolid. �2�

In the second stage, attractive Gaussian wells located on the
solid-phase lattice points are gradually strengthened, thus
drawing the particles to their solid-phase locations. The po-
tential energy of the second stage �U2� is

U2��� = �1 − �1 − f��ULJ + � �
j=1

Nwells

�
i=1

N

a exp�− brij
2 � , �3�

where a controls the depth of the well, and b controls the
width.

In the third stage, the attractive Gaussian wells are
turned off while the interaction potential strength is returned,
thus leaving the system in the solid phase with the original
interaction potential. The potential energy of the third stage
�U3� is given by

U3��� = �f − ��1 − f��ULJ + �1 − �� �
j=1

Nwells

�
i=1

N

a exp�− brij
2 � .

�4�

As � changes from 0 to 1, through simulations run in
series at specified values of �, the system changes from the
reference system to the system of interest. To calculate the
difference in free energy ��F� along this path, one can use
the following result from statistical mechanics:12

�F = �
0

1 �F

��
d� = �

0

1 �� �U���
��

	
�

d� . �5�

Equations �1�, �3�, and �4� are easily differentiated to give
expressions for ��U��� /����. Given ��U��� /��� at several
values of �, quadrature can be used to calculate �F along the
path.

In our implementation we used the three-stage reversible
pathway above; however, the free energy change was calcu-
lated in a different manner. We applied an extended-
ensemble density-of-states Monte Carlo method13 �EXE-
DOS� that systematically constructs a biasing function with
respect to a reaction coordinate. When this biasing function
is applied in the Monte Carlo simulation, all the values of the
reaction coordinate are sampled uniformly over a prespeci-
fied range. The biasing function is related to the free energy.
If � is the reaction coordinate and w��� is the biasing func-
tion value at � then the free energy change is calculated with

F��2� − F��1� = − kBT ln�w��2�
w��1�

	 , �6�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
To implement an EXEDOS simulation13 the parameter

space is expanded into M bins, where the mth state corre-
sponds to a small range of the reaction coordinate �. In our
implementation, the reaction coordinate is the scaling param-
eter �. Each bin has a positive biasing function wm.

An EXEDOS simulation is often initialized by setting
wm=1 for all bins. During the simulation reversible Monte
Carlo moves are proposed that translate the particle positions
as well as continuously change �. These moves are accepted
or rejected with the acceptance criteria,

Pacc�old → new�

= min�1,exp�− ��Unew − Uold� − �ln�wnew� − ln�wold���� ,

�7�

where �=1/kBT. Every time state m is visited, a histogram
for state m is updated, and the biasing function wm is multi-
plied by a convergence factor f , wm= fwm. In the simulation
it is more convenient to work with ln�wm� rather than wm.
During the simulation the flatness of the histogram is evalu-
ated. Once the minimum histogram value reaches 80% of the
average histogram value, a simulation cycle has been com-
pleted. At the end of a cycle, the histogram is cleared and f is
reduced with a monotonically decreasing function; we use
fnew=fold. The random walk in order parameter space is
then restarted, with fnew. The initial value of ln�f� used in
these simulations was unity, and the simulations proceeded
until ln�f��10−7, about 20 cycles. To improve uniform sam-
pling within each bin and increase sampling efficiency, we
applied the piecewise linear construction described by
Mastny and de Pablo.10

We applied the EXEDOS method to each of the three
integration stages described above with � as the reaction
coordinate. Upon convergence of the EXEDOS algorithm,
the free energy change of each stage was calculated from the
biasing function,
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�Fstage = − kBT ln�w�1�
w�0�	 . �8�

Using the EXEDOS method to calculate �F has some ad-
vantages over numerical quadrature. First, the error associ-
ated with integrating Eq. �5� using a small number of points
�usually about 10� does not arise. Second, the range of �
does not have to extend from 0 to 1 in each simulation;
instead this range can be broken into smaller overlapping
windows, and the simulations can be run in parallel.

In our simulations we used five overlapping windows for
each integration stage. Additional Monte Carlo moves that
periodically swap configurations between windows ensures
that the system does not become trapped in low probability
configurations in a narrow range of �.14 These swap moves
are accepted with unit probability if � of both windows are in
the overlapping region.

B. Free energy changes with cutoff radius

To determine the effects of cutoff radius �rc� on the free
energy of each phase and ultimately the melting temperature
we again used the EXEDOS method, as described above. For
this application, the reaction coordinate was rc and the simu-
lation was run in the NPT ensemble. Therefore, particle
translation moves, volume scaling moves, and moves that
changed rc were applied. The acceptance criteria for these
Monte Carlo moves are

Pacc�old → new�

= min�1,�Vnew

Vold
	N

exp�− ��Hnew − Hold�

− �ln�wnew� − ln�wold���	 , �9�

where H is the system enthalpy.
The change in the Gibbs free energy �G� from one cutoff

radius rc1 to rc2 was calculated using the converged bias
function from the EXEDOS simulation, namely,

Grc2
− Grc1

= − kBT ln�w�rc2�
w�rc1�

	 . �10�

C. Melting point prediction

The results from the three-stage integration method can
be used to calculate the Gibbs free energy difference of the
solid and liquid phase ��Grc

� at the cutoff used in the three
stage simulations �rc=2.5��,

�G2.5 = �F1 + �F2 + �F3 + P�Vsolid − Vliquid� . �11�

The relative Gibbs free energy of the two phases at a cutoff
value of 6� can then be determined,

�G6 = Gs,6 − Gs,2.5 + �G2.5 + Gl,2.5 − Gl,6. �12�

Given a prediction of the relative Gibbs free energy at the
desired cutoff we use a thermodynamic relation to predict the
melting temperature,

� �G/T

�T
	

P
= −

H

T2 . �13�

Using this thermodynamic relation, and assuming that �H is
constant over a small change in temperature, we predict a
melting temperature according to

Tmelt =
Tsim�H

�H − �G
. �14�

IV. SYSTEM

In the Lennard-Jones system pairs of particles interact
through the potential energy function,

�LJ�r� = 4	���

r
	12

− ��

r
	6� . �15�

Calculations were performed in reduced units, with 	=�=1.
Beyond a cutoff radius of length rc, �LJ�r� is set to zero. The
interaction potential is then corrected in the standard way by
assuming that the radial distribution function beyond rc is
unity.12 A similar correction for the pressure was also ap-
plied. The solid phase studied was a defect-free fcc crystal.
The parameters values used for the three-stage integration
were a scaling factor of f =0.1, a Gaussian well strength of
a=−6.400	, and a Gaussian well width of b=0.168�.

The initial and final volumes, of the three-stage integra-
tion method were determined by NPT Monte Carlo simula-
tions of solid and liquid phases at a specified temperature
and pressure. The temperature and pressure were selected to
be near the melting point by using a point from the work of
Agrawal and Kofke.6

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Finite-size effects

To investigate finite-size effects the three-stage integra-
tion path was used at T=0.77 and P=1.0 to calculate �G2.5.
These simulations were run at four different system sizes
�N=256,500,864,2048� in an effort to determine finite-size
effects. Three independent simulations of each stage at each
system size were performed to calculate confidence intervals.

The Gibbs free energy changes calculated from these
simulations are plotted versus 1/N in Fig. 1�a�. These data
exhibit a clear 1 /N dependence of �G. Figure 1�b� shows
that the 1/N dependence is resembled by the melting tem-
perature as well. We can therefore determine the infinite-size
melting temperature at P=1.0 with rc=2.5�. It is important
to note that using a system of 256 or 108 particles for melt-
ing temperature predictions can result in errors of 3% to 6%
of the infinite-size melting temperature. To reduce systematic
errors from finite-size effects below 1%, at least 864 particles
should be used. The numerical results for the free energy
changes calculated in each stage are given in Table I.

B. Cutoff-radius effects

To quantify the effects of cutoff radius on the melting
point, we determined the free energy change of both the solid
and liquid phases as the cutoff radius increased from 2.5� to
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6.0�, at T=0.77, and P=1.0, using the EXEDOS simulation
described previously. These simulations were run with 2048
particles in each phase, to approximate the infinite-size sys-
tem. Three independent EXEDOS simulations of each phase
were run to assess confidence intervals. Figure 2 shows that
the free energy change as a function of cutoff radius oscil-
lates, in manner reminiscent of the radial distribution func-
tion. As expected, the effect of the cutoff radius is more
pronounced on the solid phase than on the liquid phase, be-
cause the radial distribution function of the solid approaches
unity more slowly than that of the liquid.

Using Eqs. �12� and �14� we calculated the melting tem-
perature as a function of rc for the almost infinite-size �2048
particle� system. Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of the melt-
ing temperature of the Lennard-Jones system to the cutoff
radius. These data contain a counterintuitive result: a small
increase in the cutoff radius does not necessarily improve the
final melting temperature estimate. For example, the error
associated with a cutoff of 2.8� is significantly larger than
that corresponding to 2.5�. The accuracy of the result at
2.5�, a commonly used cutoff value, is fortuitous. Figure 3
also shows that a poor choice of cutoff can lead to errors in
Tmelt as large as 2%, even when rc
2.5�, and cutoff correc-

tions are applied. The error associated with cutoff radius can
be as significant as that arising from finite-size effects.

C. Lennard-Jones melting line

To obtain a large portion of the Lennard Jones melting
line we performed the three-stage integrations and cutoff cor-
rection simulations at the conditions listed in Table II. These
simulations included 2048 particles. During the three-stage
integration simulations a cutoff radius of 2.5� was used, and
the cutoff correction simulations extended the cutoff to 6�.
Three independent simulations were performed at each set of
conditions.

From the simulations listed in Table II we obtained three
estimates of the relative Gibbs free energy of the solid a
liquid phases, with rc=6.0�, at each condition. Using these
data and Eq. �14� we estimated the melting temperature at
each pressure along with confidence intervals, see Table III.

FIG. 1. The linear scaling dependence of thermodynamics properties. Indi-
vidual simulation results are shown �symbols� along with best fit lines. �a�
shows the 1/N scaling of solid-liquid relative Gibbs free energy at T
=0.77 and P=1.0. �b� shows the 1/N scaling of the melting temperature at
P=1.0.

TABLE I. Numerical results of EXEDOS simulations of the three integra-
tion stages, and the collective Gibbs free energy change over the three
stages. These simulations were run using T=0.77, with beginning and end-
point P=1.0. The error bounds given represent 67% confidence intervals.

N �F1 �F2 �F3 �G

256 5.006�1� −4.4609�6� −0.465�1� −0.0363�9�
500 5.0049�3� −4.455�1� −0.455�3� −0.022�4�
864 5.005�1� −4.455�2� −0.449�2� −0.016�2�

2048 5.0042�7� −4.452�1� −0.4460�3� −0.011�1�

FIG. 2. The Gibbs free energy of both the solid and liquid phases as func-
tion of the cutoff radius, at T=0.77 and P=1.0. The free energy of each
phase is referenced to the phase free energy with rc=2.5.

FIG. 3. The melting temperature of the almost infinite-size system �2048
particles� as a function of cutoff radius at P=1.0. The melting temperature at
rc=6.0� closely approximates the infinite size and full potential Tmelt.
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The solid and liquid densities listed in Table III were deter-
mined with NPT simulations after the melting points were
calculated.

We then used our simulation data to correct the reference
free energy in the Lennard-Jones solid equation of state de-
veloped by van der Hoef.3 Correcting this reference free en-
ergy gives an equation of state that can accurately predict
solid-liquid equilibrium data for the Lennard-Jones system,
including the triple point.

The expression for the excess Helmholtz free energy
�aex� in van der Hoef’s solid-phase equation of state is

�aex = C + �ustat��� + 3
2 ln � + Uah��,�� + �

n=0

3
bn

n + 1
�n+1.

�16�

This expression contains one constant C, and four other
terms that are either temperature or density dependent. The
details of these terms are given in van der Hoef’s paper; a
numerical implementation is provided in the supplementary
material of this article.15 The constant C acts as a reference
to connect the free energy of the fluid phase with the solid
phase. van der Hoef originally chose to use the triple point
estimated by Agrawal and Kofke as a point to set the free
energy of the solid equal to the free energy of the liquid.
Liquid free energies were calculated using the Johnson equa-
tion of state. Since finite-size effects, cutoff effects, and the
original hard sphere reference state biased the triple point
estimate of Agrawal and Kofke, the reference point used by
van der Hoef is also incorrect.

We calculated a new value for the reference constant, by
determining the value of C that minimized the errors be-
tween �G6 from the simulations and the equations of state at
the conditions listed in Table II. Each condition was simu-
lated three times; therefore, a total of 15 independent data
points were used to fit C. van der Hoef used the value C=
−23.345 075 9. From our simulations we find that

C = − 23.362 635 2. �17�

We used the van der Hoef equation of state with the
corrected reference together with the Johnson equation of
state for the fluid to determine the melting line. Points along
the melting line were found by specifying a temperature and
identifying a pressure where the Gibbs free energy of the two
phases is the same. Figure 4 shows the melting line deter-
mined in that manner. The data given in Table III are also
plotted in the figure for comparison. The close agreement of
our simulation data with the equation of state gives us con-
fidence in the ability of the corrected equation of state to
predict solid-liquid equilibrium.

Figure 4 also compares our simulation results and the
revised equation of state to other literature melting point pre-
dictions. We believe that the results of this paper provide
particularly accurate values for the Lennard-Jones system be-
cause we have carefully accounted for both finite-size and
cutoff-radius effects.

In previous work,10 we employed a density-of-states
method with order parameters of potential energy and vol-
ume. The discrepancy between our current work and previ-
ous work can be explained by finite-size effects �500 par-
ticles were employed� and to the ad hoc matching of free
energy functions corresponding to different ranges of energy
and volume. The results of that approach are highly sensitive
to the placement of such ranges or overlapping windows of
energy and volume.

The study by Morris et al.8 tried to remove both finite-
size and cutoff effects in their coexistence simulations, and
therefore their melting point predictions appear to be free of
systematic errors. However, the results from their two-phase
coexistence simulations contain significant scatter.

The deviations of the other authors results from ours are
systematic rather than random. The melting temperature pre-
dictions of Agrawal and Kofke6 are between 1.3% and 2.0%

TABLE II. Temperature and pressure conditions for three-stage and cutoff
correction simulations. �liquid and �solid are the densities specified for the
beginning and end of the three-stage integration, respectively.

P T �liquid �solid

1.0 0.770 0.8746 0.9745
5.0 1.061 0.9372 1.0209
10.0 1.379 0.9889 1.0659
15.0 1.667 1.0285 1.1020
20.0 1.936 1.0611 1.1322

TABLE III. Numerical results of melting point calculations. The errors
bounds given are 67% confidence intervals.

P Tmelt �liquid �solid

1.0 0.7793�4� 0.8699 0.9732
5.0 1.078�3� 0.9336 1.0174
10.0 1.399�4� 0.9866 1.0621
15.0 1.691�2� 1.0264 1.0981
20.0 1.967�2� 1.0589 1.1285

FIG. 4. The melting line of the Lennard-Jones system. Predictions from our
simulations, the revised equation of state, and literature data from Mastny
and de Pablo �Ref. 10�, Morris and Song �Ref. 8�, Agrawal and Kofke �Ref.
6�, Hansen and Verlet �Ref. 5�, Errington �Ref. 9�, McNeil-Watson and
Wilding �Ref. 11�, and Eike et al. �Ref. 2�. The inset contains only the low
pressure data of the full figure.
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below ours. These deviations may have arisen from several
sources, such as finite-size and cutoff effects, as well as error
in their original reference point.9 It is probable that the errors
from the reference point �decrease Tmelt� and the finite-size
effects �increase Tmelt� partially canceled each other, thereby
leading to accurate melting point predictions.

The melting point temperature results of Erringtion9 and
McNeil-Watson and Wilding11 are systematically higher
melting points than ours. The data of McNeil-Watson and
Wilding indicate that, as system size increases from N=108
to N=500, their results approach ours. We therefore attribute
the systematic deviations of McNeil-Watson and Wilding
et al. and Errington to finite-size effects.

The single coexistence point at P=1.0 determined by
Eike et al.2 was obtained using a three-stage integration
method analogous to that considered in this paper. Figure 4
shows that their melting point prediction is significantly
lower than those of other authors at the same pressure. In
their simulations they used a system of 864 particles and a
cutoff radius of 2.75�. The simulations we performed to in-
vestigate finite-size and cutoff-radius effects were performed
at the same T and P as used by Eike et al. Figure 1 shows
that, when 864 particles are used, finite-size effects should
slightly overpredict the value of Tmelt. However, Fig. 3 shows
that by using a cutoff radius of 2.75�, their melting point
prediction was significantly lowered. The results of Eike
et al. provide an example of how an unfortunate choice of rc

may significantly bias the final melting temperature and lead
to significant deviations from the full potential result.

Figure 5 shows the equilibrium densities of the solid and
liquid phases as a function of temperature. The equilibrium
densities from the revised equations of state are compared to
data given in Table III. Additionally, the liquid boundary of
the vapor-liquid phase envelop predicted by the Johnson
equation of state is shown in Fig. 5. The intersection of the
solid-liquid and vapor-liquid phase envelops gives the fol-
lowing triple point of the Lennard-Jones system:

Ttp = 0.694. �18�

For the convenience of readers, we have created a few
MATLAB function scripts that predict liquid and solid thermo-
dynamic data from the Johnson and corrected van der Hoef
equations of state. Another function script can also be used to
predict solid-liquid equilibrium properties from these two
equations of state. These function scripts are included with
the supplementary material of this article.15

We have also fit the melting data predicted by the
corrected equations of state to empirical equations. The
functional form of the pressure coexistence equation was
originally proposed by Agrawal and Kofke.6 The solid-liquid
coexistence pressure is represented by

Pcoex = �−5/4 exp�− 0.4759�1/2��16.89 + A� + B�2� , �19�

where �=1/kBT. Our data indicate that A=−8.2269 and B
=−2.3980. We find that the absolute deviations of the melt-
ing temperature from Eq. �19� and the revised equation of
state are less than 0.5%. Functions that fit the solid and liquid
densities along the melting line are

�solid = �−1/4�0.908 629 − 0.041 510� + 0.514 632�2

− 0.708 590�3 + 0.428 351�4 − 0.095 229�5� ,

�20�

�liquid = �−1/4�0.907 35 − 0.271 20� + 0.917 84�2

− 1.162 70�3 + 0.680 12�4 − 0.152 84�5� . �21�

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Melting point predictions have suffered from at least
three sources of systematic error: finite-size effects, cutoff-
radius effects, and interaction potentials that were param-
etrized based on gas or liquid phase data. To date, most melt-
ing studies of the Lennard-Jones fluid have employed
systems ranging from 108 to 500 particles, with varying rc.
Our work indicates that both system size and rc can have
appreciable effects on the final melting temperature, to the
order of 5%. The results presented in this work provide a
precise, quantitative indication of the errors that arise from
finite-size effects and cutoff effects.

We have also presented five melting point predictions for
the finite-size �N=2048� and full potential �rc=6�� Lennard-
Jones system. These melting points were determined using a
thermodynamic cycle to determine the relative free energy of
the solid and liquid phases. A simple thermodynamic relation
was used to calculate the melting point once the relative
Gibbs free energies were known. These Gibbs free energy
predictions were also used to correct the reference constant
of the van der Hoef equation of state for the Lennard-Jones
solid. The combination of the revised van der Hoef equation
of state and the Johnson equation of state for the fluid phases
allowed us to predict the melting line. We fit these melting
data to empirical equations that predict the coexistence pres-
sure, solid density, and liquid density given a temperature.
We also established a new value for the Lennard-Jones triple
point, namely, Ttp=0.694.

FIG. 5. The solid-liquid phase envelope of the Lennard-Jones system. Pre-
dictions from our simulations are compared with the revised equation of
state. The liquid portion of the vapor-liquid phase envelop is shown to
illustrate the location of the triple point.
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